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Past: Microfabrication + Robotics = very slow, tethered robots
(~1 cm in size) that can only ‘walk’ on silicon wafers
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Yeh, et al. 2001

(b)
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Kladitis, et al. 1999

Future: Microfabrication + Robotics = Better robots at all scales!
Integration of multi-functional systems in 3D for
improved actuation and sensing

Q: How should robots locomote
at small scales? How can we use
these robots as physical models
for biomechanics?

Q: How can microfabricated
sensors and actuators be
better integrated in 3D for
more DOF in3-Axis
largerAll-Elastomer
systems? MEMS Tactile Sensor (Draft)
Alexi Charalambides and Sarah Bergbreiter

(d)
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Incorporating Microfabrication with Medical Robotics

Model-based systems engineering for small-scale robots
Q: How to best design with multiple material and geometry
options?
Q: How should control be distributed through mechanical and
electrical sub-systems?

Ebefors, et al. 1999

Hollar, Flynn, Bergbreiter,
Pister 2003

Understanding locomotion at small scales

Q: How can we better integrate robotic systems at small scales and
improve performance in larger robotic systems with microfabrication?

Q: How can microfabricated sensors
and actuators be implanted or
integrated in traditional medical systems
like catheters?
Abstract— This paper reports the first 3-axis (normal and shear
force) all-elastomer capacitive MEMS tactile sensor. Sensor area
is 1.5 x 1.5 mm and uses vertical capacitive structures with 20
µm electrode gaps to achieve high shear force sensitivities of 8.8
fF/N, shear force resolutions of 50 mN, and shear range up to
700 mN. This aligns with the finite element prediction, which
was also used to optimize sensor geometry for maximum change
in capacitance under shear deformation. Fabrication utilizes a
simple elastomer molding process with reusable DRIE silicon
molds for inexpensive manufacturing. This paper establishes a
frame work from which to incorporate local system processing
in future sensors.
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Elastomer energy storage for jumping robots
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Energetic actuation for jumping robots (w/ ARL)

II. S ENSOR D ESIGN
A. Architecture
Capacitive tactile sensors have typically utilized parallelplate style electrodes, oriented orthogonal to the direction of
applied force, to transduce normal force or pressure; as a
normal displacement is applied to the sensor, the distance
between the two plates decreases and therefore increases
capacitance. Naturally, this technique requires multi-layer assembly which can greatly increase fabrication complexity.
Electrode materials are typically metal and can limit the
overall sensor compliance. In addition, sensor architecture is
further complicated by the need for an out-of-plane structure
to induce asymmetric deformation when subject to shear.
In order to circumvent these complications, the proposed
tactile sensor utilizes conductive elastomeric features of varying heights, “pillars” and “electrodes”, which enable unique
shear and normal deformation modes detectable using capacitive sensing. Under shear loading, the pillar deforms towards
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Deformation.

Elastomer joints with magnetic actuation for walking/running robots
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eliminating the necessity for a bump to be integrated on top
of the sensing layer for improved robustness.

Elastomer-based capacitive force/strain sensing systems for tactile sensing
F
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Property
Target
Force Range
10 N
Force Resolution
1 mN
Force Accuracy4mm
±10 mN
Spatial Density
1 mm2
Sensing Axes
3 (Normal and Shear)
Material
Compliant, Nonferrous

Present: Microfabrication with multiple materials for
improved sensors and actuators in larger robots

Present: Expanding the materials toolbox in microfabrication for improved
locomotion and efficiency in small robots

(1)

Robots continue to evolve in today’s technological landscape. And with evolving robotics come additional challenges
such as the need for sensing technologies that allow robots
to interact with their environment safely and autonomously.
Over the past two decades, scientists and engineers have
attempted to solve the tactile sensing challenges related to
robotic grippers. Inevitibly, these tactile sensors struggle with
a wide array of issues, such as insufficient force range and/or
resolution, high structural stiffness ill suited for anthropomorphic appendages, and complex fabrication. In addition,
systems level challenges such as wiring and local processing
remain scarce in the literature. This work seeks to create a
“robotic skin” with desirable characteristics, and to address
the systems level challenges. This paper focuses on the first
challenge in effort of establishing a framework to address the
second.
Recent work has sought to incorporate shear sensing in
addition to normal due to its importance in slip detection.
Previous work by Hwang demonstrated a resistive-based 3-axis
sensor on a polyimide substrate to measure ground reaction
forces (trading off sensitivity for N-scale ranges) [?]. Pyo also
used a piezoresistive design with a range better suited for robot
fingers but in a much larger form factor [?]. Lee used airgap capacitors embedded in PDMS for 3-axis force sensing,
but with very low ranges (10 mN) and relatively complex
fabrication [?]. All of these sensors used a laminated ‘bump’
to transfer shear forces to the sensing elements.
The goal of this paper is to create flexible 3-axis tactile
sensors with high spatial density and force range for robotic
fingertip sensing, with properties detailed in Table I. It improves this state-of-the-art by using membrane-free capacitive
sensing to improve force range and sensitivity along with

TABLE I
TARGET P ROPERTIES FOR TACTILE S ENSING IN ROBOTS [1]
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Fig. 4.

Microfabrication flow chart.

Inertial appendages (tails) for stability and
maneuverability on larger robots

Macro photo of single pillar and surrounding electrodes.

Electroadhesives to control robot adhesion
to surfaces for climbing

Control gait with embedded magnet orientation and
orientation of external magnetic field

Fig. 7. Test setup of the Thorlabs and ATI equipment. The AD capacitive
board, not shown, has pen-style probes which may be pressed against the
fabricated sensor’s electrical leads to acquire data.

High force density, efficient microactuation systems (w/ Alireza Khaligh)

square probe tip area of 3 x 3 mm. Capacitance was measured
using an AD7745/46 evaluation board with a resolution of 0.1
fF at a sampling rate of 62 ms. Lastly, forces and torques were
acquired using an ATI Nano17 transducer, and the assembled
test setup can be seen in Fig. 7.
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B. Results
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3-axis sensor in-hand.

The data from the ATI transducer and fabricated tactile
sensor via the AD board exhibited step-like behavior in the 4VQQPSUFE
time domain, Fig. [?], with Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) of 5JOZ5F31
100? and 10?, respectively. A MATLAB script was developed 3PCPU
to identify steps in the data in order to ease the burden of
post-processing. This technique may prove useful in the future
when incorporating local processing into the sensing skins.
A linear behavior was observed up to 300 µm shear displace-
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